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Chapter 751 
Although Dave was useless, he was by no means a fool. 
 
In this family, to talk about vanity, he has himself and his wife Viola. 
 
However, Viola’s vanity is at least 10,000 times stronger than himself! 
 
Viola is a typical face-to-face, vanity to the extreme! 
 
Now she has the face to say that he is vanity? This Lady Xiao really doesn’t know what a face is! 
 
While being angry, Dave suddenly thought of something not quite right. 
 
Viola has always been thinking about Tomson’s first-class villa. Before the renovation was finished, she 
had been thinking about moving in, and even dragged him to see the progress of the villa’s renovation 
several times. At that time, Viola also planned what she would buy for the living room. What kind of 
sofa, what kind of bed should she buy in the bedroom, and what kind of table should she buy in the 
restaurant? 
 
In other words, Viola had never thought that Solmon Wang would furnish the villa with furniture. 
 
Therefore, she is also ready to spend money on furniture, and can’t wait to live in. 
 
But, why is the villa now completely renovated and has to buy furniture to move in, and she is reluctant 
to spend money to buy it? 
 
This thing must be strange! 
 
So, Dave asked in a cold voice: “Viola, you are reluctant to buy furniture. What is the reason? Is there 
not so much money at home?” 
 
Viola hurriedly said: “No, no, I just want to save some money, I might have to spend money when 
starting a business, how can we spend all our money on pleasure?” 
 
Dave frowned and blurted out: “Come on, you open your mobile bank and let me see the balance!” 
 
“What do you mean?” Viola was flustered, but pretended to be annoyed: “Dave, you want to check my 
account? Do you not trust me?!” 
 
“Yes!” Dave replied decisively and coldly said: “I seriously doubt now whether you have made a big gap 
in the money at home! Otherwise, with your personality, you would have long wished to move to the 
soup tonight!” 
 
Viola quibbled: “You don’t have to calculate there. I will manage the money at home. This is what we 
said when we got married. What qualifications do you have to check my account?!” 



 
When Dave saw that Viola was playing a rogue completely, he immediately guessed that there must be 
something wrong with the money. He immediately said seriously: “Viola, don’t think you can fool me 
this time, if you don’t let me look at the bank account. The balance, I will divorce you!” 
 
“Divorce?!” Viola exploded, and blurted out: “Dave, you are amazing! You are going to divorce me! Do 
you still have a conscience? Have you ever thought about how much hardship I have suffered with you 
for so many years? , How many wrongs did I suffer? Back then, when I was unmarried, I got pregnant 
first, and how many people pointed me behind my back? Have you forgotten?” 
 
“I haven’t forgotten.” Dave said, “That’s why I have been accommodating you and forbearing you. The 
same is true now, but I just want to know how much money is left in my family. Don’t forget, I am also 
from this family. As a member, I also contributed a lot of income to this family! Before I had a fight with 
my mother and the Xiao Group did not go downhill, I would get a bonus of 20,000 or 30,000 every 
month!” 
 
Viola snorted coldly: “Don’t come with me. In this house, I am the one in charge of the money. You are 
not qualified to ask!” 
 
Dave gritted his teeth and said: “Okay! Are you going to die? Okay! In this case, we will divorce 
tomorrow. I have nothing to say with you!” 
 
“you dare!” 
 
“Why don’t I dare?” 
 
Dave shouted coldly: “I’ll tell you! I will go to find a lawyer tomorrow! I will do what I say! Anyway, there 
is nothing worth dividing in this family, that is, two million deposits and a house. The child is also grown 
up and married, so If you don’t involve the child with whom she stays, it will be done soon.” 
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As he said, Dave observed at Viola again, and said, “The two million cash is left to you for safekeeping. 
Then I will directly sue the court and ask to divide the half. If you can’t take it out, you will be legally 
responsible!” 
 
“You…” Viola really didn’t expect that Dave, an old fellow, would be so cruel! 
 
Divorce her and divide the property? If he really sues her, what can she do? 
 
She is old now and have no money. If she is really divorced, so what good days does she have? 
 
When she thought of this, Viola was a little confused. 
 
She softened hurriedly and said: “Oh my husband, why are you so angry! We two walked over in the 
wind and rain for more than 20 years, are you worthy of turning your face with me at this time?” 
 
Dave said seriously: “I just want to know how much money is left in the family. If you refuse to disclose, 
then I will divorce you tomorrow!” 



 
In fact, Dave had been fed up with Viola for a long time. 
 
It can even be said that he didn’t like Viola at all back then! 
 
He was in love with Meiqing, the school flower of the year, and Viola got involved as the third party. He 
was been ignoring Viola. That’s why Viola thought of the shameless trick. First she got drunk and had a 
relationship with him. Told Meiqing and make her break up with him in pain. 
 
It was also because Viola was lucky and became pregnant at that time, so she used the child to force 
Dave to marry her. 
 
Dave lost Meiqing at the time and was hit hard. When he thought that Viola was pregnant with his child, 
he chose to marry Viola for the sake of the child, and then he had a sad marriage life for more than two 
decades. 
 
Originally, Dave had already accepted his fate. What happens if he divorced her? So he didn’t touch this 
thought. 
 
When the classmates reunion last time, he was a little shaken when he was so ridiculed by everyone. 
 
Today, Viola behaved so abnormally, so violently, arrogantly, and unreasonably. He has completely given 
up his mind. Now he can’t wait to divorce her and get rid of this woman! 
 
Viola was really panicked at this time. 
 
She has been bullying Dave for so many years, Dave can bear it, and has never been so resolute or 
tough, so it can be seen that she really made him anxious! 
 
Although Viola is pungent, she is actually a paper tiger. 
 
When she yelled, if the other party slapped her, she would be honest immediately; 
 
But if others showed a little fear, she immediately rushed to bite them and tear them down. 
 
So, seeing Dave really angry, she was really scared. 
 
Avella also said at this time: “Mom, although money matters are yours, both dad and I are qualified and 
have the right to know the financial situation of the family. Since dad wants to see the specific balance, 
you can open the mobile banking app and let him see!” 
 
Viola bit her lip, the line of defense in her heart has completely collapsed. 
 
She looked at Dave dodgingly, and gathered the courage to whisper: “The money…there is no more…” 
 
“What did you say?” Dave suddenly exploded, and blurted out: “There is no money?! More than two 
million, no more?!” 
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The voice of Dave shocked Viola immediately! 
 
At this moment, she couldn’t continue to conceal it, so she could only vainly said: “Husband, I’m sorry, I 
have lost aall the family money while playign cards. I am sorry…” 
 
She didn’t dare to say that she was calculated by Horiyah, because the Xiao family is still frantically 
looking for Horiyah. If she tells the truth and spreads it out, the Xiao family probably will come soon. 
 
She didn’t think about Marven. The main reason was that she didn’t want to cause trouble for herself. 
After all, Orvel sent all those people to the black coal mine at the time. These people are all missing 
now. If it is found out, it will be impossible. Well, she must be implicated. 
 
So she can only say that the money was lost by her own card game, but there is no way to say that she 
was deceived by Horiyah’s design. 
 
When Dave heard that she had lost more than two million in card games, his anger went wild. He could 
not control it, and he slapped Viola’s face with a sharp sound, yelling: “Did you lose more than two 
million? You prodigal wife, do you know how many year’s savings these are!” 
 
Viola married Dave for so many years, this is the first time he has been beaten. A slap relentlessly and 
vigorously came over, directly damaging Viola! 
 
Viola held her face for a while, then suddenly furious, cursing: “Dave! Do you dare to hit me?!” 
 
“Hit you?!” Dave gritted his teeth and said, “It’s easy to hit you!” 
 
After speaking, he raised his hand and slapped her again! 
 
This time Dave was really furious, so he grabbed Viola’s hair, pointed it at her face and snapped his bow 
left and right. He cursed at the same time: “You just bet and bet! You made our family work hard. You 
lost all the money. Not only will I kill you, I will divorce you!” 
 
Avella looked silly, and hurriedly wanted to come up to the fight, but Dave said, “No one will stop me 
today. Not only will I kill this stinky lady, I must completely draw a line with her!” 
 
Viola had already been drawn blood all over her face at this time, and her lungs were about to explode, 
but when she heard this, she suddenly panicked! 
 
Based on her understanding of Dave, she knew very well that Dave was really angry! 
 
A person who rarely gets angry, if suddenly gets angry, then there is no doubt that he must be really 
very angry! 
 
He wants to divorce her now, will she not be helpless in the future? ! 
 
At this time, Viola was unwilling to divorce 10,000 reasons, so being slapped she can only endure! 
 



So she cried and said, “My husband, I am wrong…I am wrong my husband… Please forgive me!” 
 
As she said, she knelt on the ground as soon as her legs softened, hugged Dave’s legs, and cried, 
“Husband, I didn’t want to lose so much money in a card game, but I was so obsessed with my heart. 
When, so all the money was lost, I beg you to forgive me, I really know I was wrong!” 
 
“You know it’s wrong?” Dave gritted his teeth and said, “You know it’s wrong. Why didn’t you tell me 
about the money loss? You know it was wrong. Why did you just cross me with it? Do you think you lost 
all your money? Let me see the account balance, this matter can pass?! Do you think you can kneel 
down on my knees and beg me to forgive you now? I tell you Viola, you are dreaming! Today’s marriage, 
I’m leaving! I’ll go to the Civil Affairs Bureau to go through the divorce procedures tomorrow morning, 
and I will make a clean break with you from now on!” 
 
When Avella heard this, she couldn’t bear it. As a child, how could she be willing to see her parents 
divorce? 
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Moreover, the parents are so old that they will have to rely on and help each other when they are old. 
At this time, divorce makes it difficult for both of them to be happy. 
 
More importantly, after the divorce, where do the parents live? There is only one set of houses in the 
family, but there is one set of villas, but that was given to Marven. Avella always felt that the villa was 
unreliable, and they might have to leave the villa someday. 
 
So, in this way, she can’t let her father or mother go out of the house, right? 
 
Moreover, her company has just started. Although everyone is taking care of their own business, the 
company is very small after all and needs a little bit of money. Now there is no money to buy a house for 
any one of the parents as a pension. So if this family really wants to separate, it must be torn apart and 
lose both sides. 
 
So she could only plead: “Oh, dad, mom has admitted wrong, so don’t be familiar with her, forgive her 
this time, okay?” 
 
After speaking, she hurriedly added another sentence, saying: “If you don’t have any money, you can 
make more money. After all, our company is doing pretty well now. I believe it will definitely make more 
money in the future!” 
 
Dave said angrily: “This is not a matter of two million, but a matter of nature! She took the savings of 
our whole family, but she was completely irresponsible. She would not say hello to us if she lost 
everything. I will never forgive her!” 
 
Then, Dave said again: “Think about it for yourself at first. She lost all her money and didn’t speak. If one 
day I am in a car accident like last time, I am about to die, waiting for her to pay me for first aid. , She 
can’t get it out, what should I do? If the same thing happens to you and Marven, what should I do?” 
 



“This money is not only our family’s savings, but also our future support! She was completely 
irresponsible to us. What should such a person still be kept in this house? In my opinion, it is better to 
follow her. Make a clean break, so she won’t hurt us again in the future!” 
 
Avella sighed, and didn’t know what to say. 
 
What Dad said was true. Mom lost so much money at once. The nature is indeed too bad. 
 
But, again, she is also her own mother! 
 
Viola was also frightened by Dave’s decisive tone. Holding his legs tightly, she kept kowtow, crying and 
saying: “My husband…husband…you can’t divorce me. I can’t live without you. I really know I’m wrong. 
Just forgive me this time. If you don’t forgive me, what is the point of being alive? I’m dead, forget me!” 
 
After speaking, she let go of Dave’s legs and ran to the balcony. 
 
Avella was startled, and hurried to catch up. 
 
They live on the 15th floor, if mother really wants to find a short sight, this will be terrible! 
 
Dave looked at her coldly, and blurted out: “In the beginning, you leave her alone, let her dance, I still 
don’t believe it! She cried, made trouble and hanged three times. Your mother is a master, and that skill 
has long been perfect!” 
 
As soon as Viola heard this, she shouted: “Dave, are you really going to kill me? Okay, then I really just 
jump down and forget it, and make you feel guilty forever!” 
 
After speaking, the person rushed to the balcony, opened the window, and wanted to climb outside. 
 
Avella hurriedly hugged her waist, crying and said, “Mom, what are you doing? Let’s talk about the 
matter…” 
 
Viola burst into tears and said, “What else can I say. Your dad is so unfeeling to want me to die, what 
face do I have to live in this world!” 
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On the balcony, Avella hugged Viola, crying and said, “Mom, Dad is also angry. Give him some time and 
he will be relieved slowly. Don’t think about it!” 
 
Viola crawled on the window and cried loudly: “Good girl, don’t stop mom. Tonight is mom’s death 
written. In the future, you will celebrate the holidays. Don’t forget to burn some money for mom. Don’t 
talk to Marven, who is an unfilial son. Like, I don’t want to burn paper for his dead parents! My parents 
have no money to spend below, so they come to him with a dream and burn the checks…” 
 
Marven’s face turned green when he heard this! 
 
Viola, Viola, she is so amazing. Last time in the hospital, he accidentally gave her the one hundred 
million cheque from Warnia, which almost made her pick up a big leak! 



 
Fortunately, she didn’t believe it. Take it back to trouble him. If this really allowed her to exchange 100 
million in cash, wouldn’t she burn the bag to the sky? 
 
This proves that she has no life to make a fortune at all. 
 
So, he couldn’t help but pray in his heart, Dave, Dave, you can be tough once, you must divorce this 
b*tch! 
 
“When you’re is divorced, will cover you from now on. Anyway, what I have is money. I will give you 
three melons and dates. It will be enough for you to live and moisturize. Maybe you can meet a good 
Lady Xiao. Come on The second spring.” 
 
At this time, Avella felt very uncomfortable. She cried and said, “Mom, what can’t you just say that you 
have to find a life? Even if you really divorced dad, can you live on like this? Why do you want to? I Can’t 
think of it?” 
 
Viola cried out loudly: “I followed your dad when I was a big girl. I was pregnant before I got married. 
How many people pointed at me at my spine. I was neither angry nor complained. I just wanted to Live 
well with your dad, who would have thought that after so many years of suffering and tiredness, your 
dad is going to divorce me…” 
 
As she said, she shouted desperately: “Why am I still alive? I’ll just die, forget me!” 
 
Almost everyone in the community heard Viola’s shout from the window. 
 
Then, downstairs, someone yelled: “Big girl, don’t think about it, what is more important than being 
alive!” 
 
“Yes, old girl, my husband is raising a mistress outside, so I didn’t even think about jumping off the 
building!” 
 
Others scolded: “Grass, you stinky lady die outside, don’t die in our community, otherwise the housing 
prices of the entire community will be pulled down by you!” 
 
As soon as Viola heard this, she exploded and scolded angrily: “That dog’s grotesque is talking about it? I 
die wherever my old mother loves to die. After I am dead, I will haunt you and haunt you all the time. 
The whole family, I want to kill your whole family, leaving no one left, and make your mouth cheap!” 
 
As soon as she said this, there was a dead silence outside… 
 
No one thought that Viola’s combat effectiveness was so fierce, that she would be able to curse such 
words… 
 
When Viola saw that the person who was speaking fell silent, she immediately cursed: “The dog who 
made me get out and die just now, why don’t you speak at this time? I tell you, you won’t survive 
tonight! Your whole family will be violent tonight. Kill! Your mother killed by a car, your father killed by a 
dog, your wife and children killed by lightning!” 



 
The whole community collapsed… 
 
What a hatred, such a curse? ! 
 
At this time, she heard someone yelling from outside, “Do you believe me, stinky lady, I’ll hack you right 
now?” 
 
Viola was not afraid, and blurted out: “Come on, you, b@stard, the Lady Xiao will be afraid of you? I tell 
you, Lady Xiao just doesn’t want to live anymore, and I will die with you at that time!” 
 
After finishing speaking, Viola said again: “You b@stard have a house number to report? I will now take 
a knife to your door to cut the wrist! Cut the artery, blood smashed into your door! Then again! Hanged 
at your door! I will haunt you forever!” 
 
As soon as the other party heard that, he was completely shocked almost immediately. 
 
A ruthless person like Viola, ordinary people really can’t provoke her. Who is Viola? If you bite against 
the Tibetan Mastiff, she can’t lose it. How could ordinary people be her opponent! 
 
Viola sneered when she saw the man’s defeat, the brat still dare to pretend to be her grandma? His 
grandma can stand in front of the house and scold him for three weeks. If it is not enough, she can do 
that for the next 40 years! 
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At this time, Avella was also about to collapse. 
 
On the one hand, her father is about to divorce, and mother is about to commit suicide. In the 
meantime, mother can still have a big quarrel on the balcony with a person who’s voice she can only 
hear and does not know who it is, and the quarrel is so unbearable… 
 
Dave was also a little flustered. 
 
He knew that Viola’s fighting power was fierce, but he didn’t expect her to be so fierce… 
 
If he insists on divorcing her, will she stay in front of him for the rest of his life and curse? 
 
What is the difference between such a life and h*ll? 
 
Thinking of this, Dave sighed in his heart, secretly thinking that today’s marriage might not be possible. 
 
Even if he can leave, Old Xiao still dare not leave in his heart… 
 
After Viola cursed the street on the balcony and victoriously opened the flag, he wanted to open it too. 
 
After thinking for a few minutes on the balcony, she climbed down again, patted the dust on her body, 
walked back to the house and said to Dave, “Dave, you can get a divorce, and the house belongs to me. 



Give me 50,000 a month for living expenses. , You are not allowed to move to Tomson with us, you will 
leave the house alone and find a way to live by yourself!” 
 
Dave was mad and blurted: “Why? You are the sinner in this family! It is you, not me, who should go out 
of the house!” 
 
Viola sternly said: “Want to drive me away? There are no doors! I definitely won’t leave. By then, I will 
live in the villa of Tomson’s!” 
 
“Why are you so shameless!” Dave is going crazy, what’s the matter? Just now, the initiative was still in 
his own hands, why would he be eaten by Viola again when he turned his face? 
 
Viola gave it up right now and said disdainfully: “I’m just shameless! What can you do? I tell you, if you 
want to divorce me, then I won’t make you feel better. The Lady Xiao is not afraid of wearing shoes. If 
you don’t believe me, try it!” 
 
“You…” Dave’s aggrieved tears rolled in his eyes. 
 
Marven couldn’t help sighing when he saw this. 
 
It seems that Dave has lost again in this wave. 
 
The key is that the loser is uncomfortable! 
 
Seeing Dave’s fierce attack, he was about to push up the opponent’s high ground and hit the road. In the 
end, he did not expect that the opponent would directly rise up, rush to tear down his base, and 
complete a beautiful counter-kill… . 
 
Loss! Lost to grandma’s house… 
 
Marven couldn’t help feeling extremely sorry. 
 
Dave was really persuaded at this time. He didn’t know what to do at once, and he was in a dilemma. 
 
Get a divorce, it may be a real clean-up, and this Lady Xiao may be like a dog, chasing him and biting for 
the rest of his life; 
 
Let’s not leave, this is really uncomfortable, and the desire to die is all there… 
 
At this moment, Avella hurriedly opened the mouth to complete the battle, saying: “Mom and dad, 
don’t quarrel with you. The past is over. Can’t we live a good life in the future? You both step back, and 
mom will not worry about the money, and play less mahjong. Dad, you manage the money, but don’t 
talk about the previous things.” 
 
Dave said with a sad face, “I will be in charge of the money in the future? Where is the money from this 
family you want me control…” 
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When Viola saw Dave a little bit about to compromise at this time, she hurriedly changed her 
compliment and said, “Oh my husband, our family will definitely be able to make money in the future! 
From now on, the company will make money. She will give it to us. All the money will be kept by you, 
and you will be in charge of the financial power of our family in the future, okay?” 
 
Dave felt a little relieved when he heard this. 
 
Thinking that if he head-to-head with Viola, he might not be able to get a bargain, so he simply 
borrowed the donkey from the slope, which was considered a default solution. 
 
Viola thought to herself, Dave, I can’t help mother? 
 
Now she has no money, so on the surface, if he is in charge of financial power, he is just a hollow shell. 
 
As long as she has money from now on, she will definitely bring back the financial power! 
 
Thinking of this, she was very proud, and quickly coaxed Dave and said, “My husband, you are so kind. I 
will cook tomorrow by myself and make your favorite braised prawns with oil!” 
 
Seeing that the two had passed this hurdle safely, Avella was relieved, but Marven was full of regrets. 
 
This Old Master, was really awkward to death, and it was for the sake of being so close, and it was really 
hopeless to be able to provoke again. 
 
Regardless, it is his own life anyway, since he chooses to continue to suffer in dire straits, let him go. 
 
When the farce ended, Marven and Avella went back to the room with their own thoughts. 
 
In the room, Avella immediately showed a sad face. 
 
Marven hurriedly asked: “Wife. What’s wrong with you?” 
 
Avella shook her head, sighed, and said, “My mother really makes me helpless, more than two million, if 
you don’t have it, it will be gone, hey…” 
 
Marven comforted: “My wife, if you are worried about money, don’t take it too seriously. the money 
could be earned.” 
 
Avella said: “I’m not worried about money, I’m worried about people, you say my mother is really 
uneasy!” 
 
Marven said helplessly: “There is no way, what kind of mother is she, you know better than me.” 
 
Avella nodded and sighed, “It’s because I’m clear that I have no choice. I can see that my mother hasn’t 
really regretted it at all. When dad is gone, she must be the same again.” 
 



Marven comforted her and said, “Don’t think about it so much now, you are busy with your affairs, don’t 
worry too much about family affairs, parents are not young anymore, they are adults, and they can find 
a way for their own affairs. Can solve it.” 
 
After speaking, Marven said again: “As for Tomson’s purchase of furniture and home appliances, I will 
find a way.” 
 
“Huh?” Avella asked in surprise: “What can you do?” 
 
Marven said: “I happened to have another feng shui job in the past two days. I should be able to make a 
fortune. Then I can just use it to buy furniture and home appliances, and then we can move in.” 
 
Avella said with some worry: “I’m just afraid that you will always show you Feng Shui. What if you are 
not optimistic one day and provoke others? After all, they are all decent figures.” 
 
Marven said with a smile: “I don’t show people the feng shui indiscriminately. Generally, after reading it, 
it does have a certain effect. You can just say that the Song family’s father Song, someone can make the 
Song family more than 100 billion in assets. What a great person is this? I think if Feng Shui is really 
ineffective, how can people believe me?” 
 
Avella hesitated for a moment, nodded lightly, and said: “It makes sense.” 
 
Immediately, Avella said again: “You must not lie, don’t cause trouble, don’t be like my mother, 
understand?” 
 
Marven nodded and smiled: “My wife, don’t worry! I know it in my heart.” 
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“Yeah.” Avella said, “I’ll take a shower.” 
 
…… 
 
When Marven and Avella were already laying down and preparing to rest, a heavy helicopter screamed 
over the city of Suzhou. 
 
The Wu family, father and son, spent two hours on the helicopter, and finally arrived over the Wu 
family’s top luxury villa in Suzhou. 
 
The whole family was waiting on the big lawn of the villa at this time. The family already knew what 
happened to them in Wrestvel. At this time, they all wanted to come over to meet and comfort them. 
 
Wu Qi also followed his mother at this time, waiting on the side of the lawn. 
 
Donghai and Wuxin on the plane, as the plane continued to descend, they also saw their relatives 
waiting on the ground. Both were in tears. 
 
The experience in Wrestvel was like purgatory, which caused great suffering for both of them. 
 



Now that they finally returned home, they were naturally filled with emotion! 
 
When the plane landed and the door opened, Wu’s servants hurriedly helped the father and son and 
Jones Zizhou and other five people to get off the plane. 
 
Seeing that both father and son had broken their legs, Wuxin even broke his hand. Both father and son 
cried and blushed, and the whole Wu family was shocked. 
 
They have not yet figured out why the eldest son and grandson of the Wu family went to Wrestvel to 
become so miserable, like having experienced a catastrophe… 
 
When everyone saw the words on the foreheads of the five Jones Zizhou, they were all dumbfounded! 
 
When Wu Qi saw the words “Wu Qi loves to eat sh!t” engraved on one of them’s foreheads, he 
suddenly went crazy, rushed up and kicked him on his stomach, yelling, “Bad son, you What is written 
on his forehead?! Bring me a knife quickly, and I will cut off all the flesh on his forehead!” 
 
The man cried and said, “Mr. Wu this is all carved by Wrestvel Orvel! And he carved it very hard, it has 
been carved on the forehead…” 
 
Donghai also hurriedly said: “Wu Qi, don’t be impulsive! These five people and the words on their 
foreheads can’t move!” 
 
“Can’t move?!” Wu Qi was mad and cursed: “Why can’t move? He engraved the words “I eat sh!t” on his 
forehead! This is humiliating me!” 
 
Donghai said: “The Ye Family’s spokesperson said, we can’t hurt them, don’t neglect them, let alone get 
rid of the words on their foreheads, otherwise, the Ye Family will not let us go!” 
 
“Ye Family?!” Everyone present was dumbfounded. 
 
Wu Qi was also shocked. 
 
When he was not attacking, he was a normal person, so he knew how powerful the Orgeyon Ye family 
was, and he was not the object of the Wu family to provoke. 
 
It’s just that he can’t figure it out, why did the Ye family of Orgeyon target the Wu family? What did the 
Wu family do wrong? 
 
When Donghai wife saw this, she stepped forward and said with red eyes: “Husband, the video on 
YouTube is too insulting. they describes me as a woman who can do her best. I…I ……” 
 
Donghai held his wife in his arms distressedly, and said helplessly: “My wife, I worked hard on YouTube, 
but I didn’t expect that Orgeyon Ye’s family bought YouTube directly, and put the video on top. There’s 
no way, but you shouldn’t be too serious about it, after all, it’s all nonsense, and anyone with a brain 
knows it’s not true.” 
 



After speaking, Donghai said again: “Don’t worry, I have sent someone to chase down these two video-
recording dogs, they probably won’t survive tonight!” 
 
Donghai’s younger brother, Dongjiang said with a distressed expression: “Brother, go and see dad. After 
a heart attack, he can no longer get up. He’s lying in intensive care unit. …..” 
 
Donghai hurriedly said: “Quickly, someone will support me, hurry up and let me have a look!” 
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At this time, the Old Master of the Wu family was already lying in the intensive care unit of his mansion. 
 
Important indicators such as electrocardiogram, blood pressure, and blood oxygen are monitored all the 
time. In order to prevent the Old Master’s body from getting worse, he even is specially infused nutrient 
solution and inhaled oxygen. 
 
The video on YouTube really irritated Mr. Wu. In addition, he was old and his anti-strike ability was not 
so strong, so he caught it all at once, almost out of breath for a myocardial infarction. 
 
When Donghai brought Wuxin, Wu Qi, and his younger brother Dongjiang to the intensive care unit, the 
Old Master was lying in bed angrily cursing. 
 
“Two filthy dog things, dare to humiliate my Wu family openly, really d*mn it! If you don’t kill these two 
dog things, my Wu family will definitely be laughed at in Wrestvel all the year round! The majesty of my 
first family in Wrestvel is also There will be nothing left!” 
 
Donghai called the courage when he saw the Old Master’s heart rate, he limped forward and blurted 
out: “Dad! You are like this, so don’t get angry!” 
 
“You rubbish!” When Mr. Wu saw Donghai, he scolded, “I asked you to go to Wrestvel to find out who 
harmed Wu Qi. It’s good for you. You shamed Wu family’s face!” 
 
Donghai said dejectedly: “Dad, this time I went to Wrestvel, it was too far from what I expected. I never 
thought that someone in Wrestvel could use their own efforts to abolish Jones Zizhou and the five 
others; I didn’t expect to accidentally offend Ye’s Home, being completely crushed by the Ye Family, I 
can’t help it…” 
 
As he said, he pointed to his right leg, and pointed to the right leg of his son Wuxin, and said sadly, “Dad, 
both of my legs and Wuxin’s legs have been scrapped, and Wuxin’s hands have been scrapped. You 
really think I want to do this to myself? It’s just that we really can’t afford to offend the Ye Family in 
Orgeyon. Even if the Ye Family takes the lives of us father and son, we will not be able to resist!” 
 
Elder Wu gave a cold snort and said, “If I didn’t think you had been injured, I would have gotten up and 
beat you personally!” 
 
Donghai could only knelt on the ground with a puff, and said ashamed: “Dad! It is Donghai who is not 
doing things badly. I lost the face of the Wu family. Please punish me!” 
 
Old Master Wu said with a black face: “I ask you, are those two b@stards killed?” 



 
“Not yet.” Donghai said hurriedly: “I have arranged for someone to go there. I believe they can find 
them soon and kill them!” 
 
Elder Wu said: “After they are killed, the media must report the deaths of these two people, so that the 
whole Wrestvel must know, offending the Wu family’s fate!” 
 
Donghai nodded quickly: “Don’t worry, Dad, I will definitely get this thing done!” 
 
Elder Wu asked again: “Did you delete the video on YouTube?” 
 
“Deleted…” Donghai didn’t dare to say that YouTube had been bought by the Ye family, for fear that the 
Old Master would get angry. 
 
Elder Wu gave a hum and said, “Remember what I said, I want those two b@stards to die! Within 24 
hours, they must die!” 
 
Donghai hurriedly said, “Don’t worry, Dad, I will do as you ordered!” 
 
Elder Wu’s expression eased a little, looking at Wuxin, he said distressedly: “Wuxin, this time you went 
to Wrestvel, you have suffered.” 
 
It is not Donghai or his brother Dongjiang that the Old Master loves most, but his eldest grandson 
Wuxin. 
 
Seeing Wuxin’s current tragic situation, he was really distressed deep in his heart. 
 
Chapter 760 
Wuxin also knew that grandpa spoiled him since he was a child. When he heard this, he burst into tears, 
but he still wiped away his tears firmly, saying, “Grandpa, don’t worry about me. I can hold it, but you, 
definitely Take care of yourself!” 
 
Like Mr. Song, Mr. Wu is also the face of the Wu family. 
 
Moreover, Mr. Wu’s contacts in Wrestvel are very wide. Many people in business, politics and even the 
gray world have to give him face. This is not only because of his high qualifications, but also because he 
has very close and direct relationships with many people. Everyone has been helped by him. 
 
If Elder Wu is gone, these people will certainly not give the Wu family the same face as before. By that 
time, the Wu family’s influence will inevitably drop a lot. 
 
In addition, Mr. Wu is quite shrewd. He did not hold the power when he was old. He passed the 
Patriarchy to Donghai early and retreated behind the scenes. In this way, he would not occupy the 
power of the Wu family for a long time. , And disgusted by descendants 
 
Therefore, the Wu family all hope that the father can live a long and healthy life. 
 
Seeing that the father’s mood stabilized slightly, everyone hurriedly said goodbye. 



 
Once out of the surveillance ward, Donghai confessed to his brother Dongjiang, saying: “Dongjiang, you 
go and tell everyone in the family, including servants and drivers, to never have a notifications section 
on the phone. Otherwise, if he finds out, it won’t look good!” 
 
“Okay brother!” Dongjiang nodded hurriedly, and then said: “Brother, you and Wuxin’s legs must be 
treated quickly, the doctor is already waiting!” 
 
Donghai and Wuxin’s legs have not yet been treated, and the family doctor is waiting for them to be 
treated. 
 
However, after a doctor’s examination, they found that the knees of the Donghai and his son had been 
completely broken and there was no possibility of recovery. 
 
So he said to the two of them: “Mr. Wu, young master, the situation of the knee is not optimistic now. I 
think the best solution is to order an artificial knee joint and then perform an operation for 
replacement.” 
 
Donghai hurriedly asked: “How much influence will the artificial knee joint have?” 
 
The doctor said: “After all, it won’t be natural, and will be a little uncomfortable at least, but at least you 
will not be lame, you can bend, stand, walk, and at most a little lame and cannot run.” 
 
Donghai’s expression was indifferent. 
 
This result is in line with his psychological expectations, and his idea is still realistic, as long as he doesn’t 
really become a cripple with a broken leg. 
 
Wuxin was very sad and cried, “Dad, I’m only in my twenties, and I don’t want to be a lame!” 
 
Donghai patted him on the shoulder, and said earnestly: “Son, you are in your twenties, and you have to 
learn to face the reality. It is difficult for your knees to return to their original state. This is not a question 
of money, but the level of medical care. The question, what can you do if you don’t want it? You should 
think about it a little bit and focus on how to get revenge.” 
 
“Vengeance…” Wuxin blurted out: “Yes! we must take revenge! we must smash that Marven’s body! 
Then take Warnia over to marry! Even if she disagrees, use a gun forcing her to marry!” 
 
Donghai nodded with a cold face, and said, “I have already thought about it. This Marven has 
extraordinary strength, and is supported by many people from the Song family and Wrestvel. If you 
want to kill him, you must not be impatient, and you have to plan to move. Slowly!” 
 
Wuxin hurriedly asked: “Dad, do you have any good solutions?” 
 
Donghai said: “Our previous problem was that we underestimated the enemy, were too aggressive, and 
we rushed out without knowing the opponent, so we suffered a big loss. This time, I am going to first 
understand from the outside and figure out what forces Marven has. How strong, and how many 



enemies he has, and then touch his weaknesses to figure out all of these. We are targeting and 
prescribing the right medicine. We must make him unable to resist!” 
 


